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The debate on electronic
cigarettes took a turn
for the worse this
week, when raw
numbers were used to

suggest that current
interventions to reduce
smoking may not be working —
and therefore e-cigarettes need
to be part of  the solution.

There was no scientific merit
to either of  these claims. To use
them together to push an
evidence-free barrow on
e-cigarettes is not only flawed
but dangerous.

Yes, reliable estimates show
the total number of  smokers in
Australia increased by 21,000
between 2013 and 2016. But that
is explained mainly, and easily,
by migration.

According to the Australian
Bureau of  Statistics, Australia’s
net population grew by 589,000
from migration between 2013
and 2015. On that basis, a
growth in total smoker
numbers of  21,000 is
remarkably low, at only 3.5 per
cent of  that population growth.

Smoking take-up among
other Australians, and
particularly in younger age
groups, is at an all-time low,
thanks to decades of  effective
tobacco control policy. Claims
that tobacco tax and plain
packaging are “not working”
are simply wrong.

This is population health 101,
and it is the reason that
percentages, rather than
aggregate or total figures, are
used to evaluate the
effectiveness of  interventions.

At a time when other nations
with poor tobacco control
policies and terrible tobacco
health harms are looking to
Australia’s success for
guidance, not to recognise these
facts and principles of  science
is not just wrong, but also
potentially dangerous.

Smoking prevalence in
Australia has more than halved
in the past 25 years. This is a
remarkable achievement in the

face of  unrelenting opposition
from tobacco companies, who
now support e-cigarettes under
the guise of  public health
policy. This is just another
dubious attempt to cast
themselves as part of  the
solution to a problem they
created — and one that will
rack up 1 billion global deaths
this century since the
mass-marketing of  cigarettes
began a century ago.

One quarter of  all reduced
prevalence from 2012 to 2014
can be attributed to plain

packaging alone. This is
extraordinary, given that plain
packaging was intended to
prevent people starting
smoking, rather than to
encourage people to quit.

Yes, the decline in Australia’s
smoking prevalence has since
slowed in relative terms — but
this is after what was the
greatest relative decrease on
record, between 2010 and 2013.
The slowing down also
coincides with a big fall in
Federal government funding
for hard-hitting, mass media

advertising campaigns
emphasising the harms of
smoking.

We don’t hear anything from
the e-cigarette entrepreneurs
about the outstanding success
of  Australia’s media
campaigns, going back to the
late 1990s with the Every
Cigarette is Doing You Damage
initiative. But why would we,
when it’s difficult to separate
e-cigarette entrepreneurs from
the tobacco industry?

The evidence in favour of
e-cigarettes does not stack up
when the potential risks and
benefits to the whole
population are assessed.
Australia’s Therapeutic Goods
Administration and National
Health and Medical Research
Council, and the Australian
Medical Association, have all

come to this conclusion based
on the current evidence.

This is Australia, after all,
where we are blessed to have
strong and independent health
authorities to advise
government on policies.
Australia is also the nation
where a phenomenal 98 per
cent of  teenagers do not smoke
— an unimaginable percentage
a generation ago. This is an
achievement we will protect
fiercely, in the face of  studies
showing young people initially
exposed to nicotine from
e-cigarettes are more than
three times as likely as those
who do not use e-cigarettes to
become tobacco smokers.

There are also studies that
show e-cigarettes may have a
benefit. We need to look at all
the evidence and would support
the availability of  e-cigarettes
under appropriate controls if
such evidence were conclusive.
But it isn’t, especially in the
Australian context. 

The World Health
Organisation has warned that
countries with a good record in
tobacco control — and yes,
that’s us — need to be
particularly cautious about the
risks of  e-cigarettes. And these
risks are not only about the
gateway to smoking. 

Does any parent want their
kids inhaling toxic vapour
laced with highly addictive
nicotine directly into their
lungs, from products blatantly
designed to appeal to youth —
with fruit and energy drink
flavours, and gimmicky
marketing?

Let’s continue to do what
works to get Australia’s
smoking rate down below 10
per cent in the next five years.
Revving up our mass media
campaigns is the missing piece,
as the evidence shows. 

Smokers are paying their
tobacco tax. We would only
need a fraction of  that revenue
to fund effective campaigns that
would prompt people to quit in
even bigger numbers. We just
need to see through the tobacco
industry’s smokescreen.

E-cig argument a smokescreen
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A phenomenal 98 per cent of
Australian teenagers do not smoke
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Nobody has dinner
parties any more,
apparently. Or at
least, nobody calls
them dinner parties.

We have kitchen suppers (no
starters, one-pot mains,
brownies for pudding), or serve
sharing plates in the garden or
just do “bits” from the deli.

The problem with these
unclassified “gatherings” is
that no one knows what to wear
any more. Do you wear a frock
and heels, only to find that
you’re sitting in the kitchen
eating crisps and hummus and
Nigel’s put the washing
machine on a three-hour spin?

Or do you wear jeans,
because it’s 5pm on Tuesday,
only to be presented with
homemade sourdough and
whipped butter?

“Dinner parties have changed
in that they are less stuffy and,
hopefully, less about
impressing,” says Fiona Leahy,
event designer and creative
director, who has planned
dinners and parties for
everyone from Louis Vuitton
and Dior to Damien Hirst.

Though firmly against
phones at the dinner table,
Leahy credits social media for
reviving interest in hosting
dinner parties of  all sorts.

“Group gatherings have
become more normalised,” she
says. “A kitchen supper is less
formal, but if  you’re having a
candlelit drama affair for 12 on
a Friday night, that’s an
occasion to dress up.”

If  the invitation wasn’t clear,
consider the night of  the week
— Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays suggest smarter —
the host and their home. “If  the

host is super casual, then you
can take a cue from that, but if
they love to dress up, I wouldn’t
show up in jeans,” Leahy says.
“Think about whose home
you’re going to visit and what
they would expect.”

There are some benefits to
the casualisation of  the dinner
party — namely, less pressure
on the host. My experience of
hosting a proper “dinner party”
verged on scarring. I chose to
mark my birthday with nine
friends and nine Ottolenghi
dishes that called for ajwain
seeds and baharat and
moghrabieh. It was gone 5pm
by the time I’d made it out of
the supermarket and dinner
wasn’t at the table until 10, the
sea bass undressed, the
hazelnuts burnt, the chicory
still in the packet.

Sam Taylor, editor of  The
Lady magazine, notes the “rise

of  fake bake food” — dishes
bought at the designer deli and
passed off  as the host’s own.

Equally common, she says,
are “men colonising the kitchen
and showing off  with a
spatula”. And, in my
experience, using every single
pan, chopping board and
utensil in said kitchen.

Taylor would always
recommend dressing up rather
than down — her go-tos are a
vintage dress and an up-do.
And while she doesn’t set a
dress code for her own dinners,
here’s a note for any chaps on
the guest list: “Men in ‘tycoon
wear’ jeans with pressed shirts
make me squirm.”

Tamsin Lonsdale, founder
and creative director of  The
Supper Club, credits modern
changes to the dating landscape
for revived interest in dinner
parties. “The proliferation of

dating apps has left many bereft
of  the genuine, warm, inclusive
social interaction that we all
need,” she says. There’s no
“come as you are” fashion on
her watch because Lonsdale
believes a dress code sets the
tone for the evening.

There are a few safeguards
that will help if  you get to a
dinner and you’ve really
misjudged the dress code.
Because you’ll be seated for
most of  the evening, pay
attention to your outfit from the
waist up. 

Finally, either bring two
bottles of  good wine (after a few
glasses, nobody will care what
you’re wearing) or a bunch of
white flowers and a box of
chocolates/baklava/Turkish
delight. 

The dinner party is dead —
long live the dinner party.
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Will my dress go well with the sourdough and dhal, dear?
t Charlie Gowans-Eglinton


